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Philemon 1 – 21 and Luke 14 v 25 – 33 

Last week we were at a private dinner party in the home of a prominent 
Pharisee, no doubt enjoying a sumptuous and impressive meal, but today we 
are back on the road, the road that will eventually lead to Jerusalem with Jesus 
and the large crowds that had started to tag along with him and his disciples. 

This is not an easy passage for us to grapple with, difficult choices are being 
asked of the crowd, hard choices that are also being asked of us today as we 
join the travellers on the Jerusalem road that day, choices that make it clear 
that being a follower of Jesus does not necessarily lead to personal betterment 
or social enhancement. Some texts comfort the disturbed, while this is one 
that I suggest rather disturbs the comfortable! 

Today, we have as we often do with the lectionary skipped a few verses 
between Sundays and on this occasion we have overlooked the Parable of the 
Great Banquet, a story which builds on the theme of gracious inclusion that we 
met last week at the Pharisees home as the dinner party continues. In these 
missing verses Jesus tells of how those who had been invited to a grand 
banquet gradually made excuses to their host … a newly bought field to see, 
oxen to try out, a marriage to consummate … we could I’m sure substitute our 
21st century equivalents, new property and fast cars come to mind, and I won’t 
even ponder on the third category … and so the story continues with how the 
empty places were taken by those previously recommended … the poor, the 
crippled, the lame and the blind, and then when there was still room the 
countryside was scoured for more to fill the final places. Yet another reminder 
of the inclusive grace of God, which reaches beyond the norm of social 
inclusion, gracious yes, but one who as our text reminds us today expects us to 
make the right choices, even when difficult that reflect the values of his 
kingdom and not just the norms of our society. 

How easy it is to take grace for granted, the buyer of the field, the owner of 
the oxen and the newly married man illustrate that, and how easy it is for us to 
take for granted the graciousness of God. We have no reason to think that that 
those brought in to fill the banqueting hall thought any differently, so it is 
hardly surprising that the ‘sharp words’ delivered by Jesus to the crowd were 
intended to make them take a deep breath and think about what they were 
doing; were they just tagging along as hangers-on or were they actually intent 
on becoming real followers, were they wanting to listen for a few steps along 



the way or were they willing to stick with Jesus right to the end of the road; 
what were the choices they were willing to make that day, choices that would 
affect their relationship with one another and their relationship with Christ. 
 
Jesus opens with what for many of us seems to be a shocking statement 
‘whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, 
brothers and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple.’  
 
Surely Jesus isn’t really asking this of us?  
 
To get the real meaning we need to dig into the original text where the Greek 
does not have then same meaning as the word that is translated  ‘hate,’ in 
reality the meaning is much more like ‘love less’ so we could read what Jesus is 
telling the crowd and of course us is that we need love our families and even 
our lives less than we love him, we need to be willing to put our love for him 
first, in other words the love of a disciple cannot be half-hearted, it must be a 
love that is willing to choose to put the love of Christ first and above all others.  
 
Easier said than done thought I suspect for many of us, but that is what we are 
being challenged to do if we are planning to walk to the end of the road with 
Jesus and not just to tag along with the crowd for the day, this is the reality if 
we are wanting to be part of his family, a reality that does not call for us to 
hate our parents and families but does call for us to be willing to make Christ 
number one in our lives. 
 
Next we have what are I suggest are familiar words; the call to ‘carry the cross.’ 
That will mean different things for different people, but again it speaks of a 
willingness to identify with Jesus in all aspects of our daily life, not something 
we may need to face in the future, but rather accepting and adopting a way of 
life that can reflect the values and life-style of Jesus in the day to day and the 
here and now. 
 
Next Jesus give a couple of examples of what is means to be prepared and 
committed to the task in hand. First the ‘tower builder’ who would be so easily 
ridiculed if he ‘began to build and was not able to finish’ because he had not 
fully thought through what was needed included having the money to 
complete his task; because he had not been fully committed to the task in 
hand, and then there is the king who is about to go out and wage war. Again 
the king in this illustration needs to plan and consider, to consider if he has the 
strength of troops to oppose the opposition, or whether he should in fact be 



seeking a peaceful settlement because he does not have the strength in 
numbers to succeed in battle.  
 
Neither of these scenarios are intended to encourage us to be calculating in 
our approach to our discipleship but rather to encourage us to think though 
carefully what discipleship entails as we daily set out along the road of faith in 
and with Christ, and to think through the choices that we must make if we are 
to not just tag along like the crowd but to be those who are growing in their 
relationship with Christ as they journey further and further along the road of 
faith with him. 
 
In our first reading, the little letter to Philemon we hear how Philemon is being 
urged by the Apostle Paul to make a good kingdom choice. Paul has met up 
with Onesimus, one of Philemon’s run-away slaves, who has now become a 
Christian, and now is willing to make the right choice to return home even 
though he has no idea how his master Philemon will react.  

Paul is asking Philemon to welcome his run-away slave back as a transformed 
Christian ‘brother’ and to give him a new start, to do something that will be 
very costly for him, in money terms and also in reputation with the local 
community, as he would be going against what was expected of him as a slave 
master.  

Does Philemon do this? Does he make a good kingdom choice? We are left 
wondering, but I wonder what would you do if you were in Philemon’s shoes? 

As Paul is challenging Philemon to make a good choice, so Jesus is challenging 
both us and the crowd to make a good choice, the choice that puts love for 
him first, the choice that says we are willing to follow, the choice that says we 
are willing to give up everything if called to, the choice that speaks of 
embracing the gracious inclusion that God is willing to pour daily out on each 
one of us that choses to follow the road for life and not to just tag along for a 
couple of days. 

Lord Jesus, 
I give you my hands to do your work. 
I give you my feet to follow your path. 
I give you my eyes to see as you do. 
I give you my tongue to speak your words. 
I give you my mind so you can think in me. 
I give you my spirit so you can pray in me. 



Above all, 
I give you my heart so in me you can love your Father and all people. 
I give you my whole self so you can grow in me,  
so it is you, Lord Jesus,  
who live and work and pray in me.  
Amen 
 


